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REPERAGE DES PARASITES ATMOSPHERIQUES
Resume

Le present rapport expose brievement, surtout a l'intention des services meteorologiques, les differentes techniques radioatmospheriques utilisees actuellementpour la detection des orages. Les renseignements qutil
contient devraient permettre aux services de determiner la valeur potentielIe de ce procede dans leur propre partie du Inonde et de decider laquelle des
differentes techniques repond Ie mieux a leurs besoins.
Apres une breve introduction, le rapport examine les diverses utili.sations des donnees relatives aux atmospheriques et plus particulierement
leur application pratique a l' aviation. La sectionsu.ivante est consacree
aux principales techniques de reperage d'atmospheriques; elle contient, outre
une description des. instruments employes, des precisions sur les erreurs, les
methodes d'etalonnage et le personnel necessaire.
Vient ensuite un chapitre consacre aux resultats des comparaisons
effectuees par les Services meteorologiques de France, de Suisse et du Ro~
yaume-Uni entre Ie radiogoniometre cathodique et Ie radiogoniometre a secteur etroit. Ce chapitre est suivi d'un essai de resume critique des principales caracteristiques des deux. systemes dont il ressort qu'ils presentent
peu de difference en ce qui concerne la precision, le personnel nec'essaire,
l'entretien et le cout; l'un et l'autre se completent, mais chacun d'eux peut
fournir des informations precieuses sur la localisation des orages.
Le rapport se termine par une bibliographie et un bref glossa ire.

3ACE~A

KpaTRoe

ATMOCroEPMKOB
~l3JIOJKeHHe

HaCTOH~aH TeXHH~eCRaH 3aMeTEa EpaTEO OCBe~aeT pa3JIH~HHel
pa~MOSJIeETpMqeORHe cnoco6H,MCnOJIbsyeMHe B HaCT0H~ee BpeMH ~JIH

PpOSOBHX SOH, H npe~HaSHaqeHaB OCHOBHOM ~JIR HCnOJIbCJIyJK6aMH, CBe~eHHH, ROTopHe OHa co~epJKlIlT, lIlMeroT ~eJIbro ~aTb B03MOJKHOCTb CJIyJK6aM onpe~eJIHTb nOTeH~MaJIbHyro ~eHHOCTb TaEHX Ha6JIro~eHHM B EX CTpaHax H pemMTb, EaEoM lIlS pasJIHqHHX cnoco60B HaMJIyqrnEM 06pasoM OTBeqaeT HX Hy~aM. .
onpe~eJIeHHH

30BaH~JR MeTeOpOJIO>!'tiqeCR~IMlil

DocJje RpaTEopo BBe~eHlIlH saMeTEa paccMaTpMBaeT paSJIHqHHe
¢OPMH HcnOJjb30BaHlIlH~aHHHX 06 aTMoc¢epMEax M oco6eHHo npaETHqeCEoe nplilMeHeHHe 8TMX ~aHHHX B aBHa~lIlw, CJle~yro~MM pa3~eJI nocBR~eH
OCHOBHHM cnoc06aM SaCeqEM aTMoc¢eplilEoB, OH CO~epJKMT,EpOMe onHcaHMH npHMeHHro~MxcH lIlHcTpyMeIlToB, cnpaBEy 06 omlll6Eax,MeTo~ax
yCTaHOBJIeHHR e~HHlIl~bI ~jSMepeHlIlH. III 0 Heo,6xo~lIlMOM nepCOHaJIe.
3aTeMM~eT PJIaBa, nOCB~eHHaH pesyJIbTaTaM cpaBHeHHM, npo-·
HSBe~eHHHX MeTeOCJIyJK6aMH mpaH~HH, illBeM~apMH M Coe~HHeIlnoro Kopo-

JIeBCTBa, RaTO~HOPO pa~MoPoHliloMeTpa C P~MOPoHHoMeTpoM c orpaHMqeHHHM ceETopoM. 3a sToM PJIaBOM CJIe~yeT nonHTEa EpaTEopo EpMTMqeCEOPO H3JIOJKeHlIlH xapaRTepHhlX IIplllHIJ;HnOB STlIlX ~BYX CHCTeM, illS qero
BHTeEaeT, qTO MaJIO paSHHIJ;H Me~y STHMM ~ByMH CHCTeMa~ B OTHomeIllllH TOqHOCTH, He06xo~HMoro nepCOHaJIa, CO~ep)KaHHH M CTOlilMOCTlil.
O~Ha ~OnOJIHReTCH ~pyroM, HO Ea~aHHS HHX !ViOJKeT 06eCneqMTb TOqHYJO mH¢opMa~I1JO no OIIpe~eJIeIlMIO MeCTa rpos.
3aMeTEa SaEaHqHBaeTCR 6M6JIHOrpa~MeM III RpaTEMM CJIOBapeM
TepMMHOJIOPMI1 no aTMoc~epMEaM.
.. ,

!

TECNICAS PARA LA DETECCION DE PARASITOS ATMOSFERICOS

Esta nota presenta un breve resumen de los diversos metodos para la
detecci6n de "atmosfEhicos" empleados en la actualidad para la 10calizaci6n
de focos tormentosos. La intenci6n principal que ha presidido en su preparacion ha side proporcionar a los Servicios Meteorologicos la informacion necesaria, y en forma condensada, para hacer una estimacion del valor de estas
tecnicas, en relacion con las condiciones predominantes en la region del globo
que interese a cada servicio, y asf poder decidir cual metodo serra el mas
apropriado para satisfacer sus propias necesidades.
Despues de una corta introduccion, se comienza por exponer en Ifneas
generales las diversas aplicaciones de las observaciones de "atmosfericos" dedicando especial atencion a aquellas relacionadas con la protecci6n a la navegaci6n aerea, La secci6n siguiente trata de los metodos mas importantes;
aparte de la descripcion de los aparatos utilizados, se dan detalles sobre
los metodos de calibracion, los errores mas corrientes y el personal necesario con respecto a cada metodo.
Se resenan los resultados de las comparaclones llevadas a cabo por
los Servicios Meteorologicos de Francia, Gran Bretana y Suiza entre los metodos de goniometro con pantalla de rayos cat6dicos ("cathode-ray directionfinder") y de registrador de sector estrecho "narrow-sector recorder"), y
se hace un resumen crftico provisional de las principales caracterfsticas de
esos dos systemas. La conclusi6n es que existe poca diferencia entre ellos
por 10 que respecta a precision, coste, entretenimiento y exigencia de personal. Los dos sistemas son esencialmente complementarios uno de otro, pero
cada uno por sf solo puede proporcionar informacion muy valiosa para la localizaci6n de las tormentas.
La nota contiene al final una lista de referencias bibliograficas y
un breve glosario de los terminos que se emplean en relaci6n con estas tecnicas.
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hTMOSPHERICS.TECHNIQUES
1.

lDtroduc~ion

!!!~!£::y
Atmospherics may be defined as electro-magnetic waves resulting from
lightning discharges in the atmosphere. It is possible that similar phenomena
may be produced by large electric currents flowing in the atmosphere without
occasioning appreciable luminosity. Snow showers with no accompanying lightning have been observed to produce similar effects.
1.1

It follows that, in general, the location of the source of atmospherics
is a means oJ detecting thunderstorms, and as this can be done up to distances
of several thousand kilometers from the observing network of .stations, we have
here a technique potentially capable of providing valuable information to meteorologists.
These techniques have been developed over the past sixty years since
Popoff's original experiments in 1895 (1). In recent years they have been used
in some countries for routine purposes in synoptic meteorology, especially perhaps for providing information required by aviation.
1;2

92j~~!_~~9_~~£E~_£f_::~E£::!

The purpose of the present report is to present, primarily for meteorological services, a brief account of the various techniques currently employed for locating thunderstorms. This information should enable services to
assess the potential value of this tool in their own part of the world and to
decide which of the different methods would be best suited to meet their in~
dividual requirements. It should be pointed out that a considerable amount of
work on atmospherics has been done in countries not mentioned in this report.
For practical reasons, details have. only been given for those countries which
have had long operational experience in this field.
After a brief rev.iew of the applications of atmospherics data, the different types of apparatus are described, including so far as possible a statement of the auxiliary facilities required (for example, communications), the
staff needed, the accuracy achieved and the overall cost. The results of some
recent investigations carried out in France, Switzerland, the United Kingdom
and the United States of America are then described, and this leads to a critical comparison of the different techniques.
The report does not deal with the wider aspects of atmospherics investigations, such as the field changes due to lightning discharges, the various
problems connected with the propagation of atmospherics, or the world-wide distribution of foyers of atmospherics. For further information on these important
questions the reader is referred to recent review articles by Norinder (1) and
by Pierce and Wormell (2) or to the original papers of Lugeon and other pioneaffi
in this field, a selection of which is given in the list of references at the
end of this publication.
(1)

See list of references at end of publication.

~
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I

II

~~!:!:~!:'LS'!~!~!:U~::I!l_~~!~::~9~" .
The term "sferics" or "sferic" was introduced originally as a code word
to identify reports containing the results of observations of atmospherics.Since
then it has much more widely used, and at the world symposium on sferics held
at Zurich in 1953 it was. found impossible to provide a single definition of the
expression. It ·was noted that the following three meanings of sferics are in
common usage :
1. 3

The technique of locating and tracking the sources of atmospherics;
The technique of determining certain characteristics of atmospherics
for meteorological purposes;
·The manifestations of atmospherics in equipment employed for meteoro"
logical purposes.
In this report the word will be used in any of the above senses,
only where the precise meaning is clear from the context.
.2.

but

Uses of sferics data

The main uses of sferics data can conveniently be considered in three
groups : synoptic apPlications, operational applications and research activities.
2.l

?Y!:2E!!~_P~!~2::2!~Y

The basic requirement of a synoptic meteorologist is a picture of the
present three-dimensional meteorological situation over the region in which he
is interested. Sferics data, in the form of locations of sources of atmospher~
ics, are therefore of value to the synoptician in giving information about the
existence of thunderstorm activity; this information is of particular value
when it is available for regions in.which observation stations are sparsely distributed. These data provide clues about the instability of air masses, and the
. location and movement of fronts, squall lines, hurricanes (tropical storms) and
tornadoes.
2.2

QE~~~!~2!:~!_~EE!~~~!!2!:~

2.2.1

A.y~?.tJQr.L

Sferics reports have an immediate operational value for aviation, especially when they are available to the forecaster shortly after the observations are made, They can assist in the selection of storm-free tracks, in par·'
ticular in the approaches to aerodromes, and in assessing the development of
thunderstorms on air routes.
Sferics reports have only been in operational. use over a period of
. years in relatively few countries. From ·Switzerland it is reported that "meteorologists at "irports are able to take the results into consideration when pre"
paring the flight-sheet for departing aircraft. The safety of flight is increased in the sense that the pilot obtains a better idea of the geographical
location of the thunderstorm sources which he will encounter and which could
not have been detected by the normal processes of synoptic meteorology."

II
FI
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In France it has been found that the "services for civil 'aviation benefit, in ,the first place,from an improvement in the weather forecasts themselves, In addition, the explanations given at the airport before departure
are supplemented by information on the appearance, the development and the
movement of sources at various points along the, route,"
In the United Kingdom "the sferics observations are invariably plotted
at the airfield meteorological offices and are fully included in the briefing
of pilots. Great value is placed \~on the reports by the ,pilots,"
'
The value of sferics both as an aid to synoptic analysis and in briefing pilots is further illustrated by the following statement from the United
States of America :
'To properly brief a pilot on all pertinent meteorological aspects of
his proposed route, it is necessary that we prepare an accurate weather prognosis, The adequacy of the briefing, in other words, varies directly with the
adequacy of the'prognosis. The latter, in turn, depends to a great extent on,
the accuracy, of the synoptic analysis of the observed weather el,ements,
Sferics data are considered to be of value as 'aids in synoptic analysis
particularly 'over areas sparsely covered by weath~r reporting stations, It
should be borne in mind that sferics observations are sources of information
supplementary to that gained through the normal means, Further, it should be
noted that the value of sferics observations varies seasonally in the more
northern latitudes, being of least consequence during the winter months because
of the obvious reason of relative inactivity. A qualification may be stated
that, although the relative inactivHy in winter is a limiting factor in overall synoptic value considerations, sferics fixes even of the isolated type
which are located in the more northern latitudes during the quiet' months assume very' great signHicanceby virtue of the low expectancy.
'
In aiding the accomplishment of accurate synoptic analyses OV6r the
meteorological sparse regions, sferics data are indirectly of value in ,producing weather briefings covering the gamut of weather factors. Specifically, how,ever, sferics data are important briefing tools since the thunderstorms they
represent are maj or hazards to aviation."
2; 2. 2

,!~'Jectr..t~",. ,p..9,~~r. .....,§,YPPJY

Knowledge of thunderstorms is also most important to the authorities
responsible for electric power distribution by overhead cables. In the United
Kingdom, for example, information is supplied to such authorities both in the
form of warnings as to the outbreak and movement of thunderstorms, and records
of past thundery activity. The value of sferics in assisting the forecaster in
the issue of warnings of the occurrence of thunder in a particular' area is con~
siderable, while sferics charts, supplied after the event and showing the gen~
ral distribution of thunder over the country' augment, and may well eventually
supplant, the reports from a dense network of special observers. These records
of past thundery activity are required to provide the electricity authorities
with statistics regarding the probability of thunder in the different parts
of the country, on which to estimate the"effort necessary to dENote to methods
of safeguarding the overhead cables and, subsequently, the effectiveness of
these methods.
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2.3

Research

--------

Although the stress in the present report is on the application of sferics data to synoptic and aeronautical meteorology, the results have also been
widely used in various branches of scientific research, such as investigations
in atmospheric electricity, in ionospheric propagation and in the world-wide
distribution of thunderstorms.
From the United Kingdom it is reported that information has been supplied to research workers in ine fom of immediate location of lightning flashes.
selected by the research authority, as films, suitably time-marked, giving all
sfericsbearings over the required period, and as charts of past sferics activity. In this way sferics have assisted in research into the wave-form of atmo~
pherics generated by lightning flashes and investigations into the general question of long-wave radio propagation, where the lightning flash has been used
merely as a convenient "transmitting station". Other work in which the co-operation of the sferics network was requested was concerned with a short period
modification of transmission characteristics at very high frequencies following lightning discharges, while the network has also been employed in measuring bearings, not on lightning flashes, but on certain fixed long-wave transmitting stations, to measure diurnal and other variations of apparent bearings.
For more detailed information on the research applications of sferics,
reference should be made to the recent articles and textbooks (1) to (11) listed on pages 3b and 37.
3.

Observational techniques

The principal instruments used for synoptic observations of atmospherics are direction-finders, whose primary object is to indicate or record the
direction of arrival at the station of the atmospherics signal. With the aid
of observations from two or more stations, it is possible to locate the source
of ~he atmospherics signal, which. is the basic information required for synoptic purposes. Although work is proceeding on the possibility of estimating the
source from observations made at a single station, there is at present no really satisfactory solution to this problem.
In addition to the direction-finders, there are several other instruments which are used mainly for research purposes but which also serve as aux·Diary equipment for synoptic work. These are the rate-oi-occurrence meter (atmoradiograph or radiocinemograph), the intensity meter (radiomaxigraph), the
local lightning-flash counter and the wave-form recorder.
A historical account of the development of some of these methods has
been given by Norinder (1). In what follows, the descriptions of instruments
and of their applications are limited lnainly to those which are being used
for routine observations, for synoptic purposes. We begin with the directionfinders, of which there are two main groups, the· cathode-ray direction-finders
and the narrow-sector recorders.

3.1

~~!b2~~:E~Y_~!E~~!!2~=f!Q~~E~_i~B£~)

The basic principle of this class of instrument is that signals are
received on two similar, suitably oriented aerial systems, amplified in a

twin-channel receiver, and applied to the beam deflection system of a cathoderay tube. There are several different types of CRDF; for convenience it is proposed to describe first the current British equipment. This description is based on information supplied by the British Meteorological Office.
3. 1. 1

g;r:j,t~.§.h.....93Pf.....~q\J.j,.p.m~.n:t.

The apparatus used consists 'of a twin-channel radio receiver. Each channel is provided with an identical frame or "loop" aerial, but aligned in the
north-south and in the east-west planes respectively. The outputs from the two
channels are fed to the adjacent plates of a cathode-ray tube, which bears a
scale of degrees round the circumference.
The receiver is normally tuned to a frequency in the neighbourhood of
10 kc/s, where the energy content of the spectrum of an atmospheric is high,
the attenuation with distance is relatively smaller than at other frequencies,
and where the radio band is almost completely free from man-made signals or
interference. At this frequency also it is considered that polarization, errors
are a minimum. On the arrival of an atmospheric from any direction, the energy
picked up by each aerial corresponds to the component of the original signal
in one of the planes, north-south and east-west. Both signal components are
fed through their respective circuits and energize the appropriate pairs of
plates on the C.R. tube. The electron beam of the tube is thus momentarily
deflected in the direction of the resultant of the two components and appears
as a linear flash, followed by a period of afterglow sufficiently long to allow
an observer to determine its direction on the circumferential
scale.
r
If the C.R. tube is to reproduce faithfully the direction of the original atmospheric signal, it is. obviously essential that the relative ratio
of the two components is maintained throughout the two circuits, while as the
original atmospheric is of a transitory nature, lasting only for, 1/500-1/1000
of a second and with an amplitude oscillating in both amount and sign, the
two components must reach the C.R. tube in exact phase with each other. This
is achieved by .careful design of the receiver, together with a, system of ,ad- '
justment which is followed before each observational period. Provision, is
made in, the"desigrifor linear amplification over a very wide range of signal
strengths, and each stage of ampiification of the receiver is regularly matched
by Illeansof' a signal ,generator for identical amplification and phase. No provision was made in ea'rlier sets for determining the "sense" of the bearing ... '
there is 'an ambiguity of 180°, but this is resolved in the plotting process;
The provision' of a "brilliance modulator" device ensures that the tube, isilluminated only fora 'very short period corresponding to the qrrival of the
first direct ground wave after 'which any subsequent signal arriving within a
variable period of up to 500 mill1seconds is reje'cted. This system ensures
that polarization errors due to the arrival of enetgyreflected backfrom:t;he
ionosphere are considerably reduced.
'
,In the latest type of CRDF apparatus as described by Horne,r (12) and
illustrated in Figure 1 (see page 6), the aerials consist of' two enClosed loops
wound in two layers about 1 m square' and orientated in north-south and eastwest directions. The remaInder of the equipment is housed in a sIngle console.
which incorporates the twin-channel ,receiver, the signal pulse generator used
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in· the matching process, and a device, known as a "pipper", for automatically
indicating the individual atmospherics to be observed, In these new sets a
simplified "straight" type of receiver, fully suitable for tropical use, has
been employed and with built-in refinements such as a writing desk, telephone
jacks and cooling fan, they comprise a ready-to-use unit only requiring attachment to the aerials, power supply and communications system. Apart from a

Fig. 1

L"oop aerials and cons.ole. of the latest British cat_hode"-ray direction-finder

suitable·communications system, and a chart of sUfficient area on a gnomonic
projection, for the plotting of the bearings and sUbsequent location of the
sources of the atmospherics, no other equipment is essential for the routine
operation of the system, but provision has been made·for automatic recording
when required, This inclUdes the use of a camera with 35 mm film, which can
be placed over the C,R, tube, photographing all the flashes over a given period of time, while a system for simultaneous time-marking of the films at
each station of the network ensures that the photographic recording of an individual flash can be identified on each of the films. A·sense·unit .has been
designed for this equipment to resolve the 180 0 ambiguity: it is used with
a short vertical aerial. The inclusion of this unit is optional as it is not
..
normally required where there· is a network of several stations.
For the routine operations of the British network, a telephone system
is provided· in which the four stations are connected to the plotting centre,
Observations of atmospherics are made over a ten-minute period at hourly intervals. Owing to the frequency with which flashes may occur, it is neither
possible nor necessary for the location of every atmospheric observed during
this period to be determined. The requirement is for a random sampling of the
atmospherics generated by the various storm centres, in order. that all the
centres within a given area may be . located • One station out of the four is
therefore nominated to control the selection of the flashes. The control is
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effected either by calling over the telephone system at the moment of observing a flash, or by operating the automatic selection device (13), which transmits a sharp audible "pip" by telephone on the occurrence of a flash of above
a predetermined amplitude. After operation, the device ceases to function for
a controlled period of up to 7. seconds, during which time the stations transmit the observed bearings to the plotting centre. Following this period of time
delay, the device is again ready to operate on receipt of the next atmospheric
from any direction, and a random selection of the atmospherics from the existing storm centres is thus achieved.
In practice, a combination of automatic selection and oral \Icalling"
of flashes of particular interest is frequently used. In any case the beari~
observed are immediately passed by the telephone system to the plotting centre

Fig. 2

Plotting chart used In the British sfarics network

where calibration corrections are applied and the final bearings transferred
to the plotting chart by means of strings representing great circles, drawn
from the station along the observed bearings.

... 8 -

..

In the plotting of the more distant sources,.point intersection of the
bearings is rarely achieved, e~en after the apPlication of the known corr.eg-tion fact6r·s In thesec.ases, the· source is taken ilS' being at the estimated
1nc·entre ·of the irregular area bounded by the four stringso·.. Whe;r.e one observed
l:Je·i'\ringiS: obvi.ously. in error it is ignored completely, and the location is
"··based on the remaining three. A departure from point intersect·ion by more than
few :d.egree~ :normally .results in the whole set of bearings being discarded •.
:>Jrj·p'i:actice agreement is good, and of the sets of bearings. observed, approximately 85% aTe acceptable and give reasonable "fixes"
tQ~r

0

.

>;"

0

~o 1.1 ; l' G'9lj;!2f.?_:\:f9.Dt(j!ghI!~_g!J"
-:,
A humber of errors can

ariSe in the determination -of the bear~ngsQf.
. atmospherics but by reason of the very low frequency used, exact calibration
of the equipment is not a simple matter. The accuracy of the system has been
discussed by F. Horner (14) The causes of errors are as follows ; (a) o-bservation, (b) instrumental, (c) polarization, (d) local causes, (e) topographic.
Of these, (a) will have a random distribution, varying from reading to reading.
Comparison of observations made simultaneously on two display tubes and between visual and photographic records shows that the standard deviation of the
observer error is about half a degree. Instrumental errors are also small, given care full y set up and aligned equipment, and the standard deviation of errors from this cause is less than one degree.
0

Polarization errors arising despite the operation of the "brilliance
modulator" will cause relatively small errors both at the shorter distances,
of less than about 100 km and when the distance is great; the maximum errors
are found at the intermediate di.stance of about 300 to 500 kmo Some correlation
may exist between the errors at all four stations, when observing 0 single
atmospheric, but apart from this, polarization will produce a random effect,
both in the observations at different stations on a single atmospheric, and
between one atmospheric and another. This cause will thus give rise both to
rejected individual or sets of bearings, or to a scatter of the individual
lightning flashes from a single storm centre, without seriously affecting the
true mean position o
Local causes of error are due principally to the presence of buried
conductors in the close vicinity of the aerialo To be effective, such conductors ,buried iron pipes, the metal screening of cables, etc., must be in direct
electrical contact with earth, and errors can be avoided by the removal of the
cause or by insulation from direct contact with the ground for a distance of
several metres at least from the aerialso
Topographical errors can be caused by hilly terrain around the station,
Both this and any local causes which cannot be rectified in the manner described, are reduced·as far as possible by careful site selection, followed by
the application of standard corrections. Such corrections can be determined
from observations on the fixed radio transmitters operating in the very long
wave band and from the position of lightning flashes independently observed.
By statistical analysis of results, corrections are applied as constants for
a given direction at anyone station, independently of -the distance of the
location. There may remain small systematic and random errors, but it is consider-ed that with the present network, the probable error in position of a
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storm centre at a distance of 1000 km is of the order of 20 km by day in summer rising to about 100 km at night.
Some meteorological evidence is available suggesting that the errors
are not entirely proportional to distance, nor are they altogether random. It
would appear that whilst storm centres can be located with relatively small
errors up to a distance of 1000 km, beyond this distance increasingly important errors arise, which systematically reduce the apparent distance of the
storm. This .iundershooting" has been strongly suspected to occur both to the
west and to the south-east of the British Isles, but may well occur in other
directions.
3 .1 • 1 • 2§.!~g.!':1g',1~!~!1)"'~~.~

The Br·itish netwol'k operates with a staff of three meteorological assistants at each of the four operating stations and at the plotting centre at
Dunstable. In addition, a technician is employed for the day-to-day organization of the network and for dealing with maintenance and major equipment faults.
Apart from this individual, who has received special training in radio maintenance, the staff are drawn from the general pool of meteorological assistants
of the Meteorological Office, those posted to the sferics stations being given
training both in operating and in the more simple maintenance of the equipment.
Some special training is also given to the staff undertaking the work of the
plotting centre. Normal meteorological observational work and other duties are
also given to the staff, to be performed between sferics observational periods.
The technician, who is normally located at Dunstable, is provided with
radio workshop facilities, standard radio test gear, and transport facilities.
The higher maintenance, beyond the capability of the local staff, is performed
partly by visits of the technician to the stations 'and partly by a systematic
exchange of equipment and thorough workshop overhaul.
Fuller accounts of the British sferics equipment are given in References (12) to (16).
3 •1. 2

~E~~~.~.g~!?~._~g':'~p'~1"tl!

The CRDF equipment used in France is similar in principle and in many
of the details to the British equipment as described above. The following additional information is based on material supplied by the French Meteorological
Service.
The equipment consists of two parts, the "rack" and the aerial system.
The rack illustrated in Figure 3 is in the form of a metal console.When
the door, which has two flaps, is open, a hinged table can be lowered to form
a writing-desk for the operator. The console contains seven.separate chassis,
which can be removed from the front, as follows : the "brilliance" amplifier,
the north-south amplifier, the east-west amplifier, the cathode-ray tube, the
synchronizing device, the power pack, and the signal generator for calibrating
the amplifiers. The various chassis are connected by cables which are general~
plugged in at the back. The rear panel of the console is held by screws and
can be removed to give ready access for maintenance and fault-finding.
The aerial system consists of the frames and an antenna. The four frames are arranged to form the lateral faces of a cube. Each consists of 2 x 2
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,

,

metre wooaen construction, on which nineteen aerial loops ,are, wound. The loops
of the parallel frames are connected in series, maintainingtl1e same direction
of winding;'Each of the two aperiodic assemblies thus formed is connected to
one' of thed~~ettionafl\plifiers. The antenna is of the drum tyPe," 2 metres
long and 40 em in diameter. It is con~
nected to the brilliance 'amplifier.
'

...;._:... ;---~

I.~
'--9

Fig. 3

;

Cathode-ray direction-finder of the
French Meteorological Service, Paris

The set operates on~6 ,k:~/S and,
as in the British equipment ,1 tincorporates special arrangements for syri-:
chronizing the observations anci selecting the flashes to be obsaI'Vec\'." 1h",s,e
inqlude a "threshold" device, . which'"
prevents signals below a predetermined
amplitude from appearing on 'thes'Creen;
and a desensitizing device which ,pre:'"
vents a second signal from appearing:"
until a certain time has elapsed a'ftei
a given signal has been indicated' to
the observer by an audible "pip" pro~'
duced by an automatic selector. ' The
desensitizing device also connect a '
loud-speaker with a low frequency ani~:
pHfier which produces an audible note
throughout the period of insensitivity'.
The automatic selector only feat-:
ures on the set installed at the ,con- '
trol station of the network. The 'two,
audible signals referred' to 'above' are
transmitted to the other ..stations either by land line or by radio. The ",
,signals serve, the qual p\,1l'pose of Wqming the observer and ofprovi~ing the
operating voltage of ades~nsitiZirig
device at each of the stations.

,
,
,
I,
"When radiocomll\',lniqations are b~:ing used between the stqtions, the following 'procedure is followed at ,the control station. The first period of each transmission begins with the call-s'ign
of the control station and this is followed by the figure one for a short time
as a tuning signal for tile secondary statio,ns. Ouring the second period of transmission, the tr.ansmitter, is directly q~ntrqllec\ by the main,t\irection - finder
and thus transmits the audible, notes for synchroniz~tion;,these are sent in
seJ;ies of ten, ,each, series ,being preceded by a period ',l)sed for broadcasting an
identification numbeJ;. During ,thi,s period, as alsq during the period for adjusting the receivers, the ,trahsmitter is controlled automatically from a manually-operated switch selector.
'

At the end of the observation, the readings are collected at the control station where they are 'plotted On a map to determine the points of intersection. The final operation is done very rapidly by two observers.
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3.1.3

Unite.??~~t~~~~~~~9~~PJ!l~.~t.

The CRDF equipment used in the network operated by the United States
Air Force is similar in principle to the British equipment described above.
The following details are based on information supplied by the U,S. Weather
Bureau.
The set, known as the Direction-Finder AN/GRD-IA, operates in the frequency range 8 to 12 kc/s. The loops of the antenna system are tunable and
electrostatically shielded, so that they are only sensitive to the electromagnetic component of the radiated wave, To eliminate the 1800 ambiguity, a
Sense Receiver R-333/GRD-IA is used with the direction-finder; it has a vertical antenna and is tuned to the same frequency as the direction-finder. The
output ·of this receiver is. in the form of a square ·wave which is so phased
that when applied as a brightening signal to the grid of the C.R, tube the
true direction of arrival is brightened.
The face of the indicator is photographed by a continuously moving
35 mm open shutter camera (PH-557/TFH). This film is developed by an automatic developer (PH-559/TFQ) so that it is ready for viewing on a projection
type viewer (PH-55S/TFP) within about 10 minutes from the time of the sferics
runo
Synchroni~ation is maintained in the network by means of a timing unit
in each direction-finder, This is known as Timing Unit TD-S/GRD-IA. A 440 cycle tuning fork is synchronized with the tone transmissions from radio station WWV and the output of this unit produces pulses every 1/10. second and
every second. The one-second pulses are used to trip a mlmerical counter and
a flasher tube which are photographed on the same film as the sferics signals.
The 1/10 second pulses trigger a separate flasher tube which is also photographed on the same film. The product of the photographic process is a series
of flashes and time marks on the film which can be read to 1/10 of a second
accurately and can be interpolated visually to 1/100 of a second. The accuracyof the timing unit is such that it is reliable to 1/100 of a second at
the end of a five-minute observation. This method permits the identification
of the exact time of occurrence of the lightning flash for plotting correlation.

A representative selection of azimuth bearings is taken by the control
station and the corresponding azimuths are then measured from the films by the
other stations in the network and relayed by radio to the control station where
the data are plotted ona gnomonic projection map and the fixes determined by
triangulation. Coded descriptions of point fixes, lines and areas together with
intensity and degree of accuracy are compiled and relayed· to the central weather station for general. distribution as a coded sferics message,
Equipment is being developed to enable the azimuths for several diroction-finding stations to be transmitted instantaneously to a central point
where the fixes can be plotted. The equipment is designed to handle azimuth
bearings at the rate of 50 per second and the signals are of such a nature
that they can be transmitted over standard communications channel using frequency shift keying. The accuracy of the bearings is of the order of 0.7
degrees.
.
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CRDF equipment, similar in most respects to the British equipment described above, has beBn designed and built in several other countries including Germany, Japan and Sweden. Full details about these sets and about their
applications axe given in References (17) to (19).
3.2

Narrow-sector recorders (NSR)

.

-----~----------------------

The narrow-sector recorder is a radio direction-finder with which atmospherics are received from a limited sector related to the position of the
aerial. The aerial is usually rotated continuously and the bearings of the atmosphericsrecorded automatically. Two different types are at present used
for routine synoptic observations, the French equipment (Figure 4) developed
by Bureau (20) and the Swiss equipment (Figures 5 and 6) developed by Lugeon
(21) •

The antenna system consists of two· rotating loop aerials mounted at
right angles to each other about a corrunon vertical axis. The loops are connected to two amplifiers, one known as the "inscripteur" and the other as the
"paralyseur". The input of the inscripteur is also connected to a non-directional aerial. The outputs from the two amplifiers are connected through a
"block relay" to the recorder in such a way that the recorder only receives
a signal from an atmospheric when the plane of the loop aerial associated
with the inscripteur amplifier is approximately at right angles to the direction of arrival of the atmospheric. In other words, the apparatus is only
sensitive to signals arriving from a direction· within a narrow sector. The
width of this sector depends on the ratio of the sensitivities of the paralyseUr and inscripteur circuits and can be adjusted. In the Swiss instruments.
the width normally used is 10° but it can be reduced to 1°.
The recording system employed in the Swiss instrument (Figure 6) consists of a drum rotating about a vertical axis at the same speed as the rotation of the loop aerials, one revolution per minute. The synchronization is
carried out electrically so that the recorder can be mounted some distance
away from the aerials. When an atmospheric is received, a mark is made on a
chart wound round the drum. After the completion of each revolution, the pen
arm is moved slightly in a vertical direction, and the complete record therefore consists of a series of dots giving the direction of arrival of the atmospheric as a function of time in Cartesian coordinates.
The latest French recorder consists of a chopper bar mounted above
and parallel to a cylinder which is mechanically coupled to the loop aerials
. and rotates with them. The cylinder has a raised helix and the recording paper passes between this helix and the chopper bar along with a roll of carbon paper. The chopper bar is pressed against the helix when each atmospheric
is recorded and makes a dot on the paper. The final record is therefore similar to the Swiss records with the time as abscissa and the direction as ordinate in Cartesian coordinates. A source of atmospherics Can be seen after an
hour or so of recording as a cloud or band of dots.
In the NSR system, the bearing reported is the mean bearing of the
source of a number of atmospherics signals or "foyer"; no attempt is made.
to locate individual signals. Two practical difficulties arise, firstly how
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to code the diagram and secondly how to analyse the reports from two or more
stations to obtain the position of the foyer.

Fig,5

Fig. 4
Narrow-sector, recorder, France

Fig. 6

Antenna system of Swiss
narrow~sector recorder

Recording system of SwIss
recorder

narrow~sector

On exam1n1ng an NSR diagram, it will be seen that there are groups of
points which come from almost the same direction over a considerable period
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of time; these probably represent foyers which are very distant from the receiving station and whose angular displacement is therefore almost imperceptible. Alternatively, they may be from foyers which are almost stationary. The
bearings of other groups of points, on the other hand, vary appreciably with
time; these originate from moving foyers which are near the station and which
can be easily tracked by two stations.
Another important feature which assists in distinguishing "local "foyers
from distant ones is that at sunrise and sunset the distant foyers disappear,
while the nearer ones remain unchanged. Foyers from within a radius of 800 to
to 1000 km may be considered as "local" in this connection.
The quality of the points recorded also gives a rough indication of
the distance of the foyer; for example a signal from about 1000 km during
the day will produce a relatively fine point, whereas signals from 500-600km
produce a number of points very close to each other. Foyers at distances of
300-400 km will give rise to small dashes instead of points.
At night, the local foyers will always produce small dashes, while
the distant foyers which produce points during the day will be more clearly
visible and may even produce small dashes. It is therefore more difficult to
locate the local storms at night.
In coding the observation, the bearing of the foyer is given in whole
degrees, and the density of the points, the angular width of the foyer and
the quality of the record are given in code. As the NSR rotates once a minute
and as the pen moves 1 em per hour, 1 mm of the record corresponds to 6 minutes, the time taken for the NSR to pass six times through the direction of
the foyer. If the foyer is very active, a record will be obtained for each
passage and the foyer will be clearly seen. More feeble foyers will still be
visible, but less clearly. When taking a reading, an observer takes account
not only of the points made at the observation hour, but also of points recorded within half-an-hour on either side of the observation hour.
.CC:!.t.!?E.'t.!.~~!}._!~gbD.~9.,"~
The NSR is subject to the same errors in the determination of the bearings as the CRDF system (see above). Some of the random errors are smoothed
in the process of reading the records for, whereas in the CRDF system the
bearings reported are obtained from individual flashes, in the NSR system
each bearing reported is the mean of the bearings of a number of flashes.

3 • 2.1

It was mentioned above that the quality of the dot recorded by the
NSR gives an indication of the distance of the foyer; the code for reporting
NSR observations includes provision for d'escribing the nature of the dot. To
enable direct comparisons to be made of the messages based on records at different stations, it is essential to define the sensitivity of the recorder.
This is done by defining the threshold of the recorder by the smallest impulse which will produce a record. The impulse should be induced into the recorder for a period of time which is short compared with the period of the
recorder. Details of the method are given in References (20) and (22). to (25).
3.2.2

§.!.!'l.tL.·.~.f!9.Y~E~.!!!~.n.!.§.
Very little information is available about staff requirements for .a

~'
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network or NSR stations, InSwit~erland, where there a~etw6 stations, each
is manned by one scientist and one br two assistants; This is' i;ufficient' for
making two observations daily', at 0600 and 1200 GMT,. It should be made clear,
however, that the staff carry out many other duties in between the N~R observa~ion~ro·
.
.
3.3

Rate-of-occurrence meters

-------------------------

The object of these instruments is to provide a record of the total
n,umber of atmospherics above a certain signal strength received at Er station
over a given, length of time.
The. atmoradiOgraph or radiocinemograph developed independentl yby
hugeon. (9)'and Bureau and collaborators is an application.to sferics of the
RichaTd "anemocinemographe ". Each atmospheric above the threshold of· the, re'"
corder ,raises the,pen by a fixed amount. After each Tise, the pen re~~rns towards its zero po'sition e~ponentially, the time constant being 150 seconds.
The, rate of descent is ,proportional to the heightcfthe pen above the zero
position. The receiver consists of a high-frequency amplifier tuned to the
radio, frequency being examined (usually 27 kc/s), a first detector,a low- '
frequency amplifier tuned to 440 cis, a second detector stage, and finally
a relay which operates the recorder. To enable the records from different in_
struments to be, compared, it is important that the threshold of operation'
should be standardized. This is done by adjusting the overall sensitivity of
the recorder to a predetermined level by injecting a small known, impulse into the aerial {see References (26) to (29).
An examination of a daily record from one of these instruments provides valuable information about the foyers of the atmospherics, as the propagation from the distant foyers depends on the ionospheric conditions. In'
particular there is a .marked di,fference between the, records obtained during
the daytime and at night.
3.4"

'Intensity meters

-------~--------

Unlike the rate-of-occurrence meter, the intensity meter 'takes 'ihto
account the individual intensities of the atmospherics recorded.
,
"
' In the radiomaxigraph developed by Lugeon (30), atmospherics' re'ceived
by ,the aerial are passed to an amplifier tuned to a frequency 'of 27 kc/s with
a bandwidth of about 2 kc/s; After detection, the signals are passed through'
a filter to a low~'frequency amplifier and thence to a pen recorder. If the
pen is in the zero position, an atmospheric will raise it to a certain level
in proportion to its intensity. The pen then returns exponentially to' zero'
unless another atmospheric whose intensity corresponds to'a height greater
than the instantaneous height of the pen is received. If the intensity of
the second atmospheric exceeds this value, the pen will be raised to a greater
height, The reSUlting curve is therefore more or less a record of the maximum field value due to the atmospherics -, h!"nce its JlaJ)le.
If one ~ssumes that the maximum discharge is of the same'order of
magnitude for different storms, the radiomaximograph records can be used for
estimating roughly the distance of a storm. In,Switzerland'it is used as an
auxiliary aid in analysing' theNSR records for preparing synoptic reports.

,-: 16 - ,

A somewhat similar, instrument ,has: b~enAeScribedby Carbenay (.25).
The aeri8,1 system and in.itial
stages,
of
am,'pUfication "rid- detection are, the.
..
!lame as in the radiocinem?graph,described above., but the,low-frequencyampli. 'fl.er is-replaced by a, continuous current, amplifier w.ito; a time constant of,
100 seconds. This instrument records the mean level of the field due to,a,tl1lOspherics, or in other words the product of the intensity of the individual
atmospherics and their rate-of-occurrence.
.

305 '

.

-

Lotal'lightnJ.ng-flash counters
- - _... -.- _... -.---,"'''' -.-.- - - ... --- -- -- - - ...
The object of these instruments, sometimes.known as ceraunometers" is
to count the number of lightning flashes which occur within ,a given radius of the order 'Of 20'kilometers - of the station. They are" valuable as general
indicators of the approach of thundery activity'- but it is often di:£;,f"icult to
deteriirine precisely what, types of atmOspherics are counted and toesta'bli,sh '
the natureo"f the selective effects 'that a're almost certainly present.'
Seve:ta1 devices have b.eEln designed or proposedforth1.s purpose, and
the InternationaiRa"dio COnsultahve Committee,' in collaboration with WMOis:
at present arranging "for direct comparisons between them to 'be' made "t, Eieveral plac'es; Some information on'this stUdy programme Is given 'i'n CCIR Reciom~
Jhehdation No 121 in the Documents of the VIIth Plenary Assembly of CCIR"
London 1953.
',
' ...
So far' as is known, 'these i'nstruments are not yet being used for synoptic purposes, and further details are therefore nOt given in this report.
Some of the ins,truments are described in Reference (25),and, (31)'to (33).
3.6

Wave-form recorders

-------------------

Apart from the research value of knowledge Of the wave-formo~'in-:
dividual atmospherics, it has been suggested that in' some' cases an 'examination
of the wave-form might enable' the distance of the source to be estimated. If
this provffito be the case, it may become possible to locate thunderstorms
from observations made at a' single station. "
The usual technique is to use a vertical non-directional aerial coupled with an amplifier and a cathode-ray tube display and recording system.
The variation with time of the vertical electrical field E at the surface of
the earth,' or its differential dE, is recorded.' It is desirable to use :im untuned receiver covering a range'd}rom 25
to 100 kc/s, but this frequeh~y
range may have to, be modified according to the experimental conditions' at the
observing station. The subject,of atmospherics' wave-forms' is reviewed in, Re~
ference' (2). '

cis

4.

!:!ece!J:L inter!:!atio~.!:_ in~~!iga ti£!:!!!.

From whgt has been'said above, it is. 'clear that, parallel developments
inaiffererit countries haVe led to the adoption of two'lllaJn,techniques for
locating thunderstormsbyd-irection-finding meth()d, namely theCRDF andNSR
sys;tems; withine,ach of,these, classes there:'a;re als<!,severaldifferent ins_
truments and different methods of observation. These dirferences have been

i.
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the subject of discussion fQr many years and at the world symposium on sferics,
held at Zurich in March 1953 (34) it was recommended that the Directors of the
Meteorological Services of France, Switzerland and the United Kingdom should
arrange for a comparison to be made between the sferics techniques used in these
countries. This recommendation was modified by the WMO Commission for Aerology
in Recommendation 32 (CAe-I) and subsequently adopted with minor amendments by
the WMO Executive Committee in Resolution 44 (EC-IV).
Meetings of experts from these countries were held at Zurich in May
1954 and at Paris in December 1954 to plan the comparisons and to discuss the
results. At Zurich it was decided that the most practical procedure would be
to prepare a series of maps over a period of three months on which would be
plotted the sferics observations made in France, Switzerland and the United
Kingdom and the thunderstorms observed in Western Europe. Each of the three
participating countries would be left to analyze the maps in whatever way they
thought best. To supplement the thunderstorm observations available from the
usual synoptic reports, the meteorological services of countries in Western
Europe were invited to supply maps or tables giving thunderstorm observations
reported by stations not normally included in the synoptic network.
The trials were carried out from 15 June to 15 September 1954. Supplementary thunderstorm data were supplied by the following countries~ Austria,
Belgium, Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, France, German Democratic Republic, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom.
The sferics observations were made at 0600 and 1200 GMT on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays during the period of the comparisons, excluding any public holidays. The CRDF observations consisted of a 10-minute
run following the normal observational procedure described in section 3.1 above.
In the case of NSR networks, the records were analyzed over a period of one
hour centred at the time of the observation.
Observations were mdde at the following sferics stations
France

~._-,.~

~Rp'£:

Trappes (near Paris), Auxerre, Tours. These stations form a
triangle with sides of between 150 and 200 km. The observations were made
only from 3 August to 15 September 1954.
NSR

Bagneux (near Paris), Brest, Rabat (Morocco) and Tunis. These

stations~orm a quadrilateral with sides about 1500 km. The observations were

Inade from 15 June to 2 July and from 17 August to 15 September 1954.
Switzerland NSR, Zurich, Payerne. The distance between these stations
130--km:--oi:)-servations were made from 15 June to 15 September 1954.

is

United Kingdom CRDF : Leuchars, Irvinestown, Hemsby and Camborne. Control starf"n-Dunsta-bT;;-;---These stations form a quadrilateral with sides between 380 am
500 km. Observations were made from 15 June to 15 September 1954.
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Fig. 7

Position of sferics stations and area included in the comparisons - 15 June to 15 September 1954

~

Area

incl~·ded in

+

British stations

&.

Swiss stations

the ·comparisons

•

French (CRDF) stations

•

French (NSR) stations
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The position of all the above stations is sh0l1O in "lsure 7 which
also shows the areas from which additional thunderstorm observations had been
received at the time the results were analyzed.
The following results have been reported from the three participating
countries •
.<'1.1

France

All the available observations were plotted on maps, using a separate
map for each hour of observation. The object of the investigation was to determine for each of the four sferics networks the number of sferics observations which agreed with observed thunderstorms, the number of observed thunderstorms which were not reported by the sferics stations and the number of
sferics observations for which there were no corresponding thunderstorm observations.
A number of conventions had to be adopted for this purpose in view of
the different means by which the results were expressed for the various methods
of observation - in some cases the results consist of a series of individual
lighting flashes while in others only the limits of a thunderstorm area are
indicated.
In the first place it was decided that all sferics observations from
a given network which were within 150 km of each other would be considered as
a single observation, regardless of their number. It was further considered
that a sferics fix and a thunderstorm observation coincided when the distance
between them was less than 100 km.
It must be pointed out, however, that while it was essential to adopt
these conventions in order to obtain an objective comparison of the sferics
and thunderstorm observations, the results do not always give a complete picture
of the potentialities of sferics methods in investigating thunderstorm distribution and development.
To illustrate the form in which the observations were gathered in Paris,
the maps for 7 July and 8 September 1954 are reproduced in Figures8 (a) and
(b). They contain the plotted sferics observations, the thunderstorms reported by the synoptic network and the thunderstorms reported by the supplementary stations.
As there are only two stations in the Swiss sferics network, it is impossible to obtain a fix from atmospherics which originate near the continuation of the line joining the two stations. The corresponding blind sectors
are shown in Figures8 (a) and (b). In calculating the percentage agreement
for the Swiss sferics observations, all thunderstorm observations within these
sectors were ignored.
An examination of the specimen maps shows that the number of sferics
fixes may be much larger than the final number retained for the calculations
owing to the convention whereby fixes which can be placed within a circle" of
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Fig. 8 (a)
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British fix

A

Swiss fix

o

French (CRDFl fix
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10

Chart prepared by the French Meteorological Service, Paris
Observations made at midday on 7 July 1954

French (NSR) fix
Visual observation
Included in synoptic

report for 1200 G.MT

Note: The lines radiating from the Swiss sfarlcs stations bound
the blind sectors for these stations.
The sfarlcs observatIons crossed out are those for
which supplementary thunderstorm observations were

not available.

.
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Fig. 8 (b)

+
A
o

Char~

prepared by the French Meteorological Service, Paris
Observations made at midday on 8 September 1954

British fix

fZf

Swiss fix

~ Visual observation

French (CRDF) fix

fi7l

French (NSR) fix

Included in synoptic
1200 GMT

~ report for

Note: The lines radiating from the Swiss sfaTics stations bound

the blind sectors for these stations.
The sfaTics observations crossed out are those for
which SUJiplementary thunderstorm observations were
not available,
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radius 100 km are grouped together. These maps also demonstrate clearly a
fact which is already well recognized, namely that the thunderstorms given
in synoptic reports give a very poor representation of the complete picture.
The sferics observations on the maps which are crossed out are those over the
sea or over a region for which supplementary thunderstorm observations were
not ava ilable.
The results of the French analysis, given in Tables I and II, are
limited in space and time to the regions and periods specified in paragraph 4
above; in the case of the Swiss observations the blind sectors were omitted.
The term "observation" in these tables means the location of a thunderstorm
by visual or aural observation, the term "fix" means the location of a storm
by any of the sferics networks, and the term "agreement" means that the "observation" and "fix" were separated by a distance less than 100 km.
In examining these tables it is essentia} to remember the following
points
(a)

Within the area over which the observations and fixes were compared,
there are numerous regions (mountains for example) which were not
covered by observers, and it cannot therefore be claimed that all
thunderstorms occurring at the times of the comparisons were "observed".

(b)

It is very difficult to define and to observe with accuracy the times
of beginning and end of an "observed" thunderstorm.

As a consequence, the efficiency of the various sferics methods in
detecting individual thunderstorms and thundery regions should be reckoned
as being greater than appears from the figures given in the tables.

TABLE I

OVERALL RESULTS

Number
Number Number
of
of
of
observations fixes agreements
( a)
(c)
(b)
! _....- ......

,i

~---~

..,..

_~--

France (CRDF)

222

170

97

125

73

France (NSR)

288

79
239

209

26

481

105
374

242

135

285

345

103

182

242

i

I United Kingdom ( CRDF)
I Switzer land (NSR)

L

Number of
Number of
observations fixes without
without fixes observations
( e)
( d)

.-

23

TABLE II

-

PERCENTAGE RESULTS

Fiance
CRDF

Observations

(a)
=_._-

. Fixes

(b)

Agreements

(c)

=-_.

Fixes

Switzerland

CRDF

NSR

131

274

129

83

57

75

64

30

43

25

36

70

74

199

65

53

77

36

78

121

44

27

50

36

56

73

50

64.

33

9

28

(b)

Fixes without observations
Fixes

=

Observations without fixes,

F1xes
Observations
Agreements
Observations

(e)
(b)
(d)

= --

Fixes

(b)

(b)

=-

(a)
(c)

=-

(a)

Observations without fixes
Observations
Fixes without observations
Observations

4.2

NSR·

United Kingdom

(d)
=

=

W
(e)
(a)

,

85

Switzerland

It was decided that the analysis to be made in Switzerland would consist of a comparison of the results obtained from the various observations in
relation to four or five synoptic situations selected as being among the most
interesting and in relation to certain typical examples where coincidence between the sferics fixes and the thunderstorm observations was not obtained.
For practical reasons, the analysis was limited to five cases, selected
more or less at random. It is considered that the conclusions reached would
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not have been more complete if further examples had been taken.
The following examples were selected :
22
29
13
17
20

June
June
August
August
August

1954
1954
1954
1954
1954

0600
0600
0600
0600
0600

GMT
GMT
GMT
GMT
GMT

Maps illustrating these cases are reproduced in Figure 9 (a) to (e).
The positions of the isobars and fronts were obtained from the analysis of the
normal synoptic chart made at the Station Centrale Suisse de Meteorologie in
Zurich. The synoptic stations included in the 0600 GMT chart published'inthe
"Bulletin synoptique de la Station Centrale Suisse de Meteorologie" and which
reported thunderstorms at the time of the observation are indicated by the
symbol ~ •
.
??,Tll!1E>.}9~4.9§.QQqI\\I ~ Figure 9 ( a)

The sferics observations indicated a thunderstorm region over the
south of Sweden and the nOrth of Germany. From information so far available,
it has not been possible to verify. that thunderstorms actually occurred in
these regions, but from the purely meteorological point of view, there seems
to be no doubt that thunderstorms could have broken out as the area lay be~Jeentwo fronts.
The interesting point is that the fixes were indicated as
clearly by the British network as by the French and the Swiss networks.
?9,:r':!D,E>~?~4Q§Cl9(21\\:r.
- Figure 9 (b)
..... - .. .....
..-.,._.---.. ..
~

_._

,

Most of the thunderstorm locations indicated by the British sferics
network, as well as by the French and the Swiss networks, were in a zone ex~
tending from Austria to Romania' and fell exactly in the disturbed frontal
zone from Italy to the Balkans.
'
~,~,~:!9.~~,~,~?'?'~,Cl§.9?,gr~I

-

Figure 9 (c)
Apart from some scattered sferics fixes over the Mediterranean and
over the east and central Europe, which revealed a certain amount of thunderstorm activity; the fixes' over the North Sea coincide to a remarkable degree
with the position of the cold front as determined by the meteorological analysis of the chart. The same thing applies to the fixes in France over the
Massif Central. The arrows on this chart indicate the directions of this foyer
from Payerne and Zurich respectively.

~7,~::,9.~~,~~?,~,~,Cl§99,",~!- Figure 9 (d)
It was possible to detect a thunderstorm area over the north of the
Adriatic. It should be noted, however, that although the cl.lrvation of the
isobars in this part of Italy was strongly cyclonic, no front was indicated.
Several thunderstorms were observed and indicated by sferics fixes in the
Balkans. The fixes reported. over the north of Europe were also in a region
of .cyclonic curvature •. This example is an illustration of the fact that
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(a) - 0600 GMT 22 June 1954

(b) - 0600 GMT 29 June 1954

(c) - 0600 GMT 13 August 1954

(d)_- 0600 GMT 17 August 1954

Fig. 9

Synoptic charts made at the" Station
Centrale Suisse de Meteorologie"
ZL!rich (Switzerland).

+

British fl.

flf

A.

Swiss fix

~ Visual observation

·0 French (CRDF) fl.

Ce) - 0600 GMT 20 August 1954

French (NSR) fl.
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thunderstorms do not always develop in the neighbourhood of an a~r mass discontinuity; they sometimes occur where there are minor depressions in which
the winds are, in general, converging.
20 August 1954 0600

GM~

- Figure 9 (e)

A very active frontal area extended from the Balearic Islands to Po~nd.
The density of the sferics fixes was much greater along the front, where fairly
intense thunderstorms were reported, than in other districts. There was in
addition some activity over the North Sea as indicated by numerous fixes;these
were contained within a small depression which was in the process of filling.
Many more examples similar to the above could ·have been given. They
show that there is a close correlation between the position of thunderstorms
detected by sferics and the meteorological situation. They provide a demonstration of the great value to the meteorologist of thunderstorm locations p~
vided by sferics fixes by one or other of different techniques.
4.3

Y~~!~9_~~~29~~

The method of comparison undertaken by the United Kingdom consisted of
an analysis of the probable accuracy of the locations given by each of the
sferics systems of the United Kingdom, Switzerland and France on the basis of
an estimation of thunderstorm probability made by the forecasters of the Central
Forecasting Office, Dunstable. Estimations were based on the normal surface
synoptic charts together with upper air information, but without knowledge of
any of the sferics reports.
It proved impossible in the time available, to make this analysis for
the whole period of the comparisons and the as·sessment was therefore limited
to the period 15 July to 31 August 1954. For each synoptic hour and day of
this period the forecaster was asked to prepare a chart on which the geographical distribution of locations, deemed favourable for thunderstorms, was shown.
The markings agreed upon were as fo llows :
Marks
5

Areas in which thunderstorms had been actually
reported by synoptic message or in which a very
high probability existed

4

Thunderstorms highly probable

3

Equal probability of the existence of thunderstorms or otherwise

2

Thunderstorms unlikely

1

Thunderstorms most unlikely

In all, 90 charts were prepared for this purpose, on each of which the
area of comparison was divided into such sub-areas as the forecaster considered applicable for each value of marking. Samples of these charts and of the
corresponding sferics charts are shown in Figure 10 (a) to (d).
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(a) - Synoptic probability of thunderstorms 0530-

(h)

Sferics locations 0530 - 0630 GMT 2 July 1954

0630 GMT 2 July 1954

(e) - Synoptic probability of thunderstorms 1130-

(d)

1230 GMT 4 August 1954
Fig.10

(a and c)

R

Sferics locations 1130 - 1230 GMT 4 August

1954

Charts prepared by the Central Forecasting Office, DunstabJe (U.K,)

5 - Thunderstorms actually reported or very highly probable

4 - Thunderstorms highly' probable

(b and d) -

+

British fix

A

Swiss fix

3 - Equal probability of thunderstorms or otherwise

o French (CRDF) fix

2 - Thunderstorms unlikely

!ZJ French

1 - Thunderstorms most unlikely

R Visual observation

(NSR) fix
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The forecasters charts were then compared with thesferics charts for
the corresponding period, and each sferics location was given the value of the
marking of the area in which it was placed. The average markings gained in this
way by the British, French and Swiss sferics results were then derived and are
shown below;
TABLE III
-._-Type of sferics
equipment

Total number
of sferics

United Kingdom
France NSR
France CRDF
Switzer land

274
46
191
231

Total

--

-742
--

Average markings

4.3
4.0
3.8
3.1

--

Mean

3.9
--

---

Before the significance of these values can be fully appreciated it is
necessary to consider the average markings which would be obtained by a purely
random distribution of sferics fixes, totally unrelated to the existence of
real thunderstorms. If the total area of all the charts examined had been equally divided among the five classes of markings, it is obvious that a random set
of locations would gain a mean marking of 3, and any marking SUbstantially h~er
or lower than 3 would indicate that some non-random selection process was involved. On this basis alone it will pe seen that with· the possible exception of
the Swiss results, for which special considerations are discussed later, the
sferics observations tended to be located within areas considered, by the forecaster, to have a high risk of thunder rather than in other areas.
An assessment was than made of the relative areas covered by the five
classes of markings. It was obvious from general meteorological consideration
that on the average, even in the summer month with high thundery activity, used
for the analysis, the area in which thunderstorms could be expected over Western Europe and the Eastern Atlantic would be considerably less than the area
in which thunderstorms were improbable. The total area on all the charts covered by each class of marking was as follows;
TABLE IV
--_._-Markin'!
5
4
3
2
1

% of

total area

2.5
11
43
37
6.5

%
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On this hasis the mean filarking for points plnced at random on the charts

would be 2.66.

The scatter of ini1rks v'hich might be obtained from the nindom pos-

itions VJas also considered, but except in the case of the :Tcnch NSR system,

which observed only 46 i:\ssessnble sferics in the period consi.dered, it was found
that there were sufficient cases of sferics from each system to ensure that the
random variation would fall within + 0.1 of the mean marking on 50 per cent of
occasions. In consequence the difference between the markings given in Table III
and the mean random marking of 2.66 must be due to a large general measure of
agreement between the sf·erics' position and the forecaster I s assessment.
Examination of the forecasters' charts of thunderstorm assessment also
showed some points worthy of note. These charts were made without knowledge
of the detailed reports· of thunderstorm observations from supplementary stations. Comparison of the forecasters' assessment with these known charts led
to only six of the assessment charts, out of the 90 charts available,being
.rejected on the grounds of markedly divergent assessment. In a number of other
cases, however, the· area of actually reported thunderstorms overspread the are?
given by the forecasters as probability 5 and resulted in known storms. occurring in areas marked 4 or even 3, with consequent loss of 1 or 2 points in the
marking of the associated sferics, which might otherwise have earned full marks.
On a number of charts the assessment of thunder changed sharply bet~
ween a high and a low probability, particularly when the thunderstorms were
associated with cold fronts or mountain masses. This sharp change of probabi~
lity was in accordance with the meteorological knowledge of thunderstorm formation and was to be expected, but in consequence an individual sferics. fix
c~uld lose several points either by being slightly in error positionally or by
the change from the higher to the lower probability being itself somewhat misplaCed by the forecaster. Again, examining the evidence of reported thunderstorms, there were grounds for suggesting that, in relation to small areas of
thunder due to such local causes a$ mountain ranges, the forecaster exercised
caution in using the marking of 5 and either underestimated the size of the
area of high probability or omitted a high· marking altogether. It was noticeable in particular that many sfericsfiXes in the mountains of southern Europe·
and in the Mediterranean were not supported by a high estimation of probability
by the forecaster, but were, nevertheless, in some cases, confirmed, at least
over the land, by the additional thunderstorm information. It was in respect
of such sferics as these that the Swiss system lost the bulk of its marks by
this method of assessment and, but for this, and by reason of the limit~d baseline necessarily employed by the Swiss system, the markings obtained by this
equipment would have been considerably higher.
In summarizing, the British method of comparison showed:
( 1)

That there was a very high degree of correlation between the
sferics fixes of all four systems and the forecasters'. estimation of the probability of thunder, based on other synoptic information.

(2)

That other information regarding the occurrence of thunderstorms
tended to increase that· correlation.
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(3)

That the difference of markings between the four systems is largely due to the size and geographic location of the different networks of stations and does not necessarily imply any basic differences in: the accuracy of the actual equipment employed,

S f_E?!.-:;i.£f~_~~a}1J_a~t..i_'2.1}. E!_c:j ect
The results of the international comparisons reported above give only
a general idea of the accuracy of the sferics techniques currently employed in
France, Switzerland and the United Kingdom, There have in addition been several attempts on a national scale to assess the accuracy of these methods. A full
account of these would fall outside the scope of this report, but it, is propOsed
to refer briefly to a comprehensive sferics evaluation project which was carried
out by the Air Weather Service of the United States Air Force commencing in 1951,
a full report is given in reference (35). One of the most important parts of
this project was to determine the degree of association between sferics fixes
and observed thunderstonns. A network of five CROF stations was used as follows;
Ramey Air Force Base, Puerto Rico, Kindley Air Force Base, Bermuda; Mac Dill Air
Force Base, Florida; Robins Air Force Base, Georgia, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey,
To obtain as many reports as possible of thunderstorms observed, a dense network of observers was organized over the eastern half of the United States, observations were made for a two-minute period every hour on the half-hour. Operation of the sferics network was synchronized with the time of these observations, The photographic technique described in paragraph 3.1 above was employe:J,
all the films being sent to the project headquarters at Robins Air Force Base
for analysis, A typical map illustrating the results is reproduced in Figure 'II.
5.

The conclusion reached Vias that within a range of approximately 3200 km
from tl,e centre of the sferics network, the c)ujor ;c\reas of fixes \Jere essentially coincident with the ",ajar areas of thunderstorm activity. There ViaS evidence
of s1i.C!ht "undershooting", Le. the sferics fixes were slightly nearer the centrE
of the network than the thunderstorms. 'Beyond 3200 kill, the fixes undershot the
sources .appreciat ly) tilis vms attributed to j.nherent instrltrJent errors and/or
the, phenomenon of parullel beam uncertainty. The fixes not verified by thunderstorm activity amounted to approximately 6 per cent, apart from a considerable
nwnber of clusters 'which undershot the sources, these fixes were scattered and
negligible in comparison with the major concentrations of fixes. It was considered that the sferics network was capable of detecting all major thunderstorm
areas within a radius of approximately 3200 km from the centre of the network.;

6.1

~~~!~~~~~~~!_~g~!e~~~~,

There is.no basic. difference, in the prin,ciple unde'rlying the CROF and
NSR systems, in that poth indicate the bearing of apprqach of the atmospheric
signal generated by a lightning flash. The source of t.he 'signal is then located by triangUlation, based on the bearings obtained from two or more sites. Moreover the fact that as usually operated the CROF system gives visual (or photographic) observations. while the NSR system records co'ntinuously, is not in itself a basic difference.
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THUNDERSTORM REPORTS
COINCIDENCE OF SFERICS AND
THUNDERSTORM REPORTS

TIME: 0030 Z

DATE; 20 JUL .1951

Fig. 11

Sferics fixes and thunderstorm reports ·0030 GMT 20 July 1951
(Reproduced-from Air Weather Service Technical Report 105~102)

os
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The fundamental comparison between the two systems is that while the
CRDF equipment can measure the·bearing of an individual lightning discharge,
in whatever part of the horizon it may occur, the NSR will indicate the existence of a discharge only if it occurs at such times as the aerial array is
oriented approximately in the appropriate bearing. This is equivalent to the
observing by CRDF of an additional parameter, which, when time is added, will
make three in all - two components at right angles and a time scale.
From this it will be apparent that the two systems are in a degree
complementary to one another, the most complete record of all thundery activity being obtained with the smallest effort by operating an NSR set in conjunction with a CRDF network.
No existing sferics network is at present operated in such a manner as
to ensure ~ontinuous observations on all thunderstorms, in whatever direction
or at whatever time the lightning discharges occur. It is therefore not a
criticism of the apparatus or the system, but rather the limitation in the method of employment, if thunderstorms are not detected by sferics observations.
This limitation applies, in differing degrees, to both the CRDF and
the NSR methods, and the failure to detect all existing storms within a given
area is most noticeable when the lightning discharges are due to local causes,
which limit the life of the storm to a short period of time. The passage of
a weak cold front over a mountainous area of limited extent is a case in point.
With CRDF equipment the limitation arises partly from the employment
of prescribed periods of observations, and it is obviously impossible todetett
by this method the occurrence of storms whose life cycle falls entirely within
the non-observational times. A further limitation arises from the need when
visual observations are employed, to allow a period of from four to seven seconds, after each observed discharge, during vlhich period no further bearings
on subsequent discharges are measured. In this respect much depends on the
skill of the operators. The difficulty can be partly overcome by increasing
the frequency of observational periods, but a complete solution can be found
only by a continuous record, photographic or otherwise, of all the flashes
indic~ted on the cathode-ray tube.
The degree of effort which can be devoted
to sferics observations is thus the eventual limiting factor.
Although an apparently continuous record is normally obtained from the
NSR, the observations are not in fact continuous in regard to the whole horizon, and the chance of the aerial being oriented in the direction of a lightning discharge at any given moment is the ratio of the angular beam width of
reception to the whole circle of the horizon - for a ~Oo beam width the chance
of reception would be 1 : 36. Moreover such a single recording has an angular
ambiguity equal to the beam width, and a number of flashes from the same source
must be received before the mean bearing is accurate to the required extent.
6.2

~~~~~~~Y

As both the CRDF and NSR sets work on the same basic principle ofradill
direction-finding, they are both subject in general to the same sources of
errors. Any difference in accuracy between the two systems would have to be
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explained by the method of use of the equipment and its detailed design rather
than by any fundamental difference in principle. It might be possible for each
individual design of instrument to express the theoretical accuracy of the
bearings indicated, but these figures would not give a true idea of the accuracy of a network of stations using this particular instrument. Horner (14)
concludes in fact that both instrumental and observational errors may at present be neglected for the British CRDF network by comparison .with other types
of error, such as site errors, polarization errors and errors due to interference between two flashes occurring at about the same time.
In the absence of any experimental evidence to show that under similar
conditions of installation and operation there would be .any substantial difference in the accuracy obtained from a CRDF network and an NSR network, it
seems safe to conclude that the accuracies of the two systems are of the same
order of magnitude.
6.3

Communications

One of the major problems for all sferics networks is to obtainadequate communications between the stations. For both CRDF and NSR systems it
is necessary to have means of passing all the reports to the central station.
In the case of the CRDF, it is also necessary to be able to synChronize accurately all the readings. With the observational technique employed in the
United Kingdom it is also essential for the stations to be in direct communication with the central station, either by radio or by land-line, during the
observation. This is not, however, a basic requirement for the CRDF system,
for it can be avoided by the use of the photographic technique employed in the
United states.
6.4

Staff

For the normal operation of CRDF, one member of the.staff must be in
attendance at the time of observation at each station. By comparison it is
possible to operate NSR apparatus without staff in attendance at the time of
observing, but an operator is required at each station when the records are
to be analysed.
In consequence, for synoptic and aviation work, there is little difference in this respect between the two systems. For scientific and research
work, the NSR technique has an advantage in that the autographic records are
available for study at any time.
As· described above (paragraph 3), the British system may also be made
to record, but at the moment by photographic methods only. The development
and reading of the resultant film represents approximately three times the amount of work required for the direct reading of the narrow··sector record, although this increased effort may be rewarded by the somewhat greater amount
of information available concerning individual flashes.
It would·appear that the staff required to operate CRDF need not be
so highly trained as those required to analyse the narrow-sector records.

'I

I
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6.5

II

Cost

The cost of sferics equipment depends a great deal on the source of
supply, while. the overall cost of operating a network depends on the operational technique employed. It was concluded at the Paris meeting of the experts from France, Switzerland and the United K~ngdom that the costs for the
CRDF and NSR systems are both of the same order of magnitude. In the United
States the following figures have been estimated ;
Initial equipment outlay

~

Central station
Secondary station

.}l 25,000
}l 23,000

Overall cost per observation for 3 secondary stations and I central
station }l 87.
It should be pointed out that the equipment used in the United States
was obtained under wartime purchasing procedures, and that these figures do
not necessarily represent the costs which would be involved in purchasing United
States equipment now.
C:;9.Q9J~sJQQ

Summing up, the comparison between the CRDF and NSR systems can be
shown in the table (see opposite page), agreed unanimously at the Paris meeting of experts.
7.

Conclusion and recommendations

There can be no doubt that sferics techniques have now reached the
stage where they can provide information of value for synoptic and aeronautical meteorology. The value of the observations depends partly on how far
they provide information which is not available· by other means, and it can
therefore be said that i~ general the creation of additional sfefics networks
is most desirable in those parts of the world where the density of ordinary
meteorological stations is most inadequate. Most ·of the routine sferics work
to date has been in the middle latitudes and it remains to be seen if the
results in other latitudes would be equally or even more valuable.
For a service in which it is proposed to set up a sferics network,
perhaps the most important question to be solved is the required density of
the network. Recommendation 12 (CAeM-I/ICAO MET IV) which is at present being
studied by the appropriate WMO Technical Commission, is relevant to this problem. It reads as follows
"It is recommended that
(1) WMO establish, as an accuracy requirement for SFERICS equipment,
an error not greater than 10 per cent of the range)
(2) ICAO and WMO advise Regional Meetings and Regional Associations
that, where SFERICS networks are required, the density of the network
should be such that, taking into account the accuracy of equipment
referred to in (1) above, storm centres should be located with a probable error not greater than I

!I
II

!
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TABLE V - C0'4PARISON BETWEEN CRDF AND NSR'SYSTEMS AS CURRENTLY
EMPLOYED IN FRANCE, SWITZERLAND AND THE UNITED KINGDOM

NSR
Practical
considerations

CRDF
---

Location, of a series of
foyers after 20 to 30
minutes depending on
the complexity of the
situation

Location of series of
individual atmospherics
after 2 minutes

Presence of operators
only required for reading the records

Presence of operators
essential during the
whole observation

Of the same order
Accuracy
and
range

for foyers

for individual atmospherics

when the observations are carried out in comparable
conditions
Those 'necessary for collective reports at central
station.

Communications

In addition, those necessary for sending synchro-

nizing signals from the
central station to the
other stations

Staff

Maintenance

Identical for similar operational programmes

'Very simple for both systems. Can be done for a
whole network by a single specialist
Similar for both systems, of the order of
to £ 2,500 depending on source of supply.

Cost

..

1,500

The cost of installation is very variable according
to the circumstances and no estimate is therefore
given.
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(a)

50 km in areas covered by a dense network of air routes;

(b)

200 km over areas covered sparsely by air routes or where
aircraft are freely routed.

In the comment which accompanies this recommendation, it is stated
that "equipment with an error not greater than 10 per cent of the range is
now available", and the investigations of Horner (14) support this view at
least for ranges of the order of 1500 km. It seems desirable that further
investigations of the accuracy of sferics equipment, ~specially ~~ tropical
regions, should be undertaken.
Many other recommendations concerning the use of sferics have been
adopted both by WMO and ICAO. ·One line of development which merits serious
attention in certain parts of the world is to establish networks which overlap national frontiers. In general it would appear to be uneconomical to
have sferics networks with very short distances between the stations - something of the order of 500 to 1000 km seems to be the optimum distance for
most purposes. It is therefore recommended that the possibility of further
international collaboration between neighbouring countries in this respect
should be investigated.
8.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
The electro-magnetic wave resulting from a lightning discharge in the atmosphere.
See "rate-of-occurrencemeter".
Blind sector

-~q-~~---

In a sferics network with only two stations,
it is impossible to obtain a fix from atmospherics which occur near the continuation of'
the line joining the stations. The sectors over
which it is not possible to obtain a fix are
known as the "blind sectors".
: A radio direction-finder in which signals are
received on two similar, suitably orientated
aerial systems, amplified in a twin-channel receiver, and applied to the beam deflection system of a cathode-ray tube.
See "sferics fix".
The place of origin of a group of atmospherics.

Gnonomic-E~ojecti~

A map projection on which all great circles are
straight lines.
An instrument for recording individual intensities of atmospheric signals.
The sequence of events recognized by the observer as a single lightning incident. Several
strokes may be involved in a discharge but in
general they will occur along the same channel.
See lightning discharge.

k~£~l. lightniD.9-fl~b-~~ter;

An instrument for counting the total number
of lightning flashes in the vicinity of a station

Narrow-sector..--.-.recorder

--_.~----

In sferics, a direction-finder with which atmospherics are received from a limited sector related to the position of the aerial. The aerial
is usually rotated continuously and the bearings
of the atmospherics recorded automatically.
An automatic selection device which transmits a
short audible "pip" on the reception of an atmospheric signal above a pre-determined amplitude.

Polarization error

In general, energy is received at the directionfinder partly by ground wave and partly by single
and multiple-reflection ionospheric waves.
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Polarization errors are caused by the horizontally
polarized components of the ionospheric waves, and
they depend on the relative intensities, phase angles and directions of arrival. of the various components of the incident wave.
Radiocin~!!!?gr!p!:!

See "rate-of-occurrence meter".

~adiomaxi.!!!£g.r.!p!!

An instrument which records the maximum field value
due to atmospherics.

~ate-of-oc~ur~~
. .!!!e~~~

An instrument which records the total number of
atmospherics above a certain signal strength received at a station over a given length of time.

~~E.~£-re~~~!

·A radio receiver for eliminating the l800-ambiguity in a direction-finder.

i~'-!:!.I}!.:!:

See "sense receiver".
(a)

The technique of locating and tracking
sources of atmospherics.

the

(b)

The technique of determining certain characteristics of atmospherics for meteorological
purposes.

(c)

The manifestations of atmospherics in equipment employed for meteorological purposes.

The estimated location of a lightning flash as deduced from sferics observations.
The place of origin of an atmospheric.

